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‘How do we ensure that we get 
enough competition in an 

overstrained market*!’
(so that we get the best party for the best price)

Question

* a market where demand exceeds the supply or production capacity



Introduction
Growth O/D at Schiphol





Introduction
Project Programme



Introduction
Capital Programme



Introduction
Projects Constructions



• Schiphol wants to facilitate further growth of passengers;

• The capacity demand of the future should be solved; 

• The current gap between capacity and demand should be reduced;

• In the next 5 years, Schiphol will start several tenders for large 
infrastructural projects;

Schiphol situation



Outlook The Netherlands:

Pressure on margins in the local 
market is forecasted as 
subcontractors are increasing their 
prices rapidly

In the near future, many tenders of 
building-projects are on the market 
in The Netherlands;

Market situation
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‘How do we ensure that we get 
enough competition in an 

overstrained market*!’
(so that we get the best party for the best price)

Question

* a market where demand exceeds the supply or production capacity



1. In an overstrained market: What can a Client do to get the best 
contractor and a fair price?

2. Is international competition a solution for tendering in an overstained 
market?

3. Is there enough international competition in the tendering of 
infrastructural projects in your country ?

If not how can this be changed?

If so, what are the main factors to achieve this.

Questions



Results



In an overstrained market: What can a Client do to get the best contractor 
and a fair price?

Question 1
(Sheet 1 )

• Think of incentives to reduce this Client risk

• Use big packages (more attractive and relatively less interfaces)

• Small specialized Contractors might be more attractive

• Ask the market for innovations

• The Client must be ‘open’: ‘play with risks’

• Use a fair risk distribution

• Launch plans to the market before the Tender-phase



In an overstrained market: What can a Client do to get the best contractor 
and a fair price?

Question 1
(Sheet 2)

• Use a ‘’tile-wise’-approach if tender capacity is a problem

• An overstrained market is temporary, prolong the projects

• Ask the market to package (split) the contracts

• Listen to the market what their problems are

• Dialogue with the market

• Let the market know who their partner (Client) will be



In an overstrained market: What can a Client do to get the best contractor 
and a fair price?

Question 1
(Sheet 3)

• Attract international Contractors by tendering large projects. When a new 
Contractor is established, they will take also smaller projects.

• To enter new markets, large costs are involved (labor, legislation etc.)

• Smaller contracts for smaller Contractors, and do the integration yourself

• Do a Roadshow: What makes the project interesting?



Is international competition a solution for tendering in an overstained 
local market? 

Question 2
(Sheet 1)

• The international Contractors have to be able to deal with many (local) 
stakeholders

• With the promise of more work (possible collaboration with other 
Clients) can be interesting for international parties

• Marketing of the Country & Culture or organizing a roadshow 

• Be aware of barriers to newcomers in view of: legislation, tender 
material, interfaces, stakeholders etc.



Question 2
(Sheet 2)

• Attract foreign Contractors: though partnership with local Contractors 
(less threshold)

• Show longterm perspective for foreign Contractors: not a single project 
but more projects over a long term

• Quality criteria, instead of lowest price have a tendency of favoring 
national Contractors

Is international competition a solution for tendering in an overstained 
local market? 



Is there enough international competition in the tendering of 
infrastructural projects in your country? 

• If not, how can this be changed; 

• If so, what are the main factors to achieve this.

Question 3
(Sheet 1)

• Sweden: Yes, Slowakia: No, Netherlands: Yes/No

• For foreign Contractors big packages are more interesting (Sweden)

• Sector and scale of the projects detemine if international contractors are 
interested

• Depends on size of projects

• Depends on maturity of Client organisation to manage international
Contractors





Conclusion



In an overstrained market: What can a Client do to get the best contractor 
and a fair price?

Question 1
Conclusion

• Investigate the status, development and best parties in the specific market 
(f.e. start a dialogue with the market).

• The content of the tender-documents should be based on a large enough 
group of the best parties in the market, so the you will get enough 
competition with the best parties. 

• To attract parties to react to the tender, the following can help:
• Put the right level of risk-profile on the market

• Use incentives

• Start a roadshow to promote the project



Question 2
Conclusion

• International competition can be a solution for tendering in an overstrained 
local market

• To make it attractive for foreign parties to react on a tender, see Conclusion 
of Question 3!

Is international competition a solution for tendering in an overstained 
local market? 



Is there enough international competition in the tendering of 
infrastructural projects in your country? 

• If not, how can this be changed; 

• If so, what are the main factors to achieve this.

Question 3
Conclusion

• In general, there is more international competition in the more northern, than the 
more southern European countries. 

• To make it more attractive for foreign parties, the following can be done:
• Tender large size projects, make packages or promise more work, to make it attractive for foreign 

parties

• Promote the project internationally (start a roadshow)

• Use incentives in the tender to attract international parties 

• Lower the barriers (risks) for international parties (legislation, interfaces, stakeholders etc.)



• How can you ensure as a Client that, in an overstrained market, your
Contractors don’t take too much work?

• The general trend in the market is that the Clients and Contractors
have more dialogues during the Ternder-phase.

• The southern European countries have less dialogue with the
contractors during the Tender-phase than the northern contries. 

Further general Remarks


